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ABSTRACT 
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M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
 
Directed by: Professor Kyle R. Cave 
 
 
 
Our lives are dominated by a complex visual world, and spatially selective attention 
allows us to process only the most relevant information. Previous evidence suggests that 
if possible locations of stimulus presentation are delineated, attention affects processing 
in a spatially graded manner.  This gradient is seen in both behavioral measures and in 
visual evoked potentials (VEPs). Stimuli presented close to cued regions elicit faster 
responses and larger VEPs than those presented farther away.  However, both position in 
the visual field and allocation of attention may contribute to the observed gradients.  
These relative contributions can be distinguished by comparing responses on physically 
identical trials when attention is directed to locations at various distances from the 
stimuli.  In the current study, participants attended to one of 12 squares arranged in a 
circle around fixation. Letters appeared individually, each in one of the squares; 80% 
were O’s (standards) and 20% were X’s (deviants). Participants were instructed to press a 
button when an X appeared at the attended location. The largest amplitude N1s (150-200 
ms) were observed when participants attended to the location where a standard was 
presented. VEPs elicited by standards showed evidence of asymmetric attentional 
 iv 
gradients.  Specifically, the gradient of facilitation spread down more than up. Results 
also showed that attention had differential effects on the stages of processing indexed at 
specific time windows. These results confirm that attention can be applied to visual 
processing in a spatial gradient, reveal its asymmetric distribution, and elaborate on the 
timing of its selectivity. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Attention can modulate visual perception and is particularly important when a viewer is 
presented with multiple objects at once. When the total amount of information is greater 
than the visual system’s capacity, spatially selective attention allows for the preferential 
processing of the most relevant information.  The visual world is extremely complex, and 
spatially selective attention has been shown to play a critical role in perceptual processing 
under many conditions.  
Spatially Selective Attention: Facilitation and Inhibition 
 Behavioral studies have shown that selective attention may operate differently 
given different circumstances to optimize performance. Eriksen and Hoffman (1974) 
demonstrated that spatially selective attention can facilitate processing of information at 
specific locations. Participants responded to target letters in one of four possible 
locations. On some trials, an indicator (cue) would appear to show where the next target 
was most likely to appear. Participants were faster at responding to a target at that 
location compared to trials that did not have an indicator. The indicator facilitated a 
reduction in reaction times (RTs) for participants when presented as little as 50ms before 
target onset, indicating that this selection might occur at very early stages of processing. 
Posner, Nissen, and Ogden (1978) reached similar conclusions after a series of cuing 
experiments. They observed benefits to RTs for valid cues (80% of the cued trials) and a 
cost to RTs for invalid cues (20% of the cued trials) in comparison with a neutral control. 
They argued that processing of any stimulus presented at the location in space to which 
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the participant focused attention should be facilitated. In other words, visual attention was 
fundamentally based on selecting a location. 
It has also been shown that information around the attended area can be inhibited 
relative to the location of interest. One example of this mechanism is evident in Cepeda, 
Cave, Bichot, and Kim (1998). The authors used a visual search task with four digits in a 
circle. Visual search tasks use a display that contains multiple items presented 
simultaneously and requires participants to search among all the items for a specific 
target. There was no cue that appeared before the onset of the display to offer any 
information about where to direct attention. Participants had to identify a digit that was 
the target color (e.g. a red number among three green numbers). After the onset of the 
search display, a probe flashed in one of eight locations on some trials. Participants were 
instructed to press a button as quickly as possible whenever a probe appeared after the 
search display. RTs to the probes were significantly slower when they appeared at 
distractor locations than at the target location or any of four blank locations between the 
digits. In addition, there was no facilitation at the target location compared to the blank 
locations. This suggested that attention also operates by inhibiting information in 
locations that contain distractor features. It appeared that attention was controlled by the 
presence of the stimuli and not by expectations of where the stimuli would appear. This 
process of distractor inhibition may be used because there is no information preceding the 
stimulus (i.e. a cue) to indicate which locations will have the target.  
Spatially Selective Attention: Distribution of Facilitation  
Target facilitation and distractor inhibition are both evidence of selective attention 
modulating perception. In addition, the data suggest that selective attention operates 
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differently under different circumstances. When a cue is present before the onset of the 
search display, spatially selective attention facilitates processing of information in a 
region of space, but what are the mechanisms behind this process? Three models have 
been developed to capture the properties of attentional facilitation at a particular region. 
The spotlight model (Posner, Snyder, & Davidson, 1980) proposed that the attended area 
(i.e. cued location or object) had a distinct boundary  and facilitation was equally 
distributed within that boundary. The spotlight would move rapidly from location to 
location when information in a new area required facilitation. The zoom lens model 
(Eriksen & St. James, 1986) added to the spotlight model by proposing that the size of the 
spotlight could be changed to meet the demands of the task. As the size of the attended 
area increased, attentional facilitation decreased for any given point within the zoom lens. 
The gradient model (LaBerge & Brown, 1986) proposed that attentional facilitation did 
not have a discrete boundary. Attentional facilitation was highest at the center of that 
location and decreased in a graded manner as distance from that location increased.  
The spotlight model was developed based on evidence that spatial cues elicit 
faster RTs to targets presented at the cued location compared to targets outside of that 
location (Eriksen & Hoffman, 1974; Posner, Nissen, & Ogden, 1978; Posner, Snyder, & 
Davidson, 1980). Posner, Snyder, and Davidson (1980) designed a cuing study in which 
participants were instructed, at the beginning of a block of trials, about the most likely 
target location and the next most likely target location, out of four possible locations 
along the horizontal midline. Participants were required to remember those locations 
throughout the block and to prepare for stimuli at those locations on the trials when a 
digit appeared as a warning signal (80%). The digit indicated the “most likely” position 
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during that block. Twenty percent of the trials included a plus (+) sign that indicated the 
target was equally likely to appear at any of the four locations. RTs to the “next most 
likely” location were similar to the “most likely” target location when the two locations 
were adjacent. This showed that attention was not confined to one cued location (i.e. the 
spotlight could be made large enough to surround both locations). However, if there were 
one or two uncued boxes between the “most likely” and “next most likely” locations, RTs 
at the “next most likely” location resembled RTs to the uncued boxes. There appeared to 
be a single area of target facilitation, with a boundary between that area and the rest of 
the display, where attention did not affect RTs. The authors concluded that the spotlight 
facilitated processing of information presented within the boundaries of the attended area.  
To further study the boundary between attended and unattended regions, Downing 
and Pinker (1985) cued one of 10 locations marked by squares along the horizontal 
midline. RTs were slower to targets that appeared farther away from the expected (i.e. 
cued) location. However, all of the stimuli appeared on the horizontal midline, such that 
some boxes appeared near the center of fixation and others were in the near or far 
periphery. They observed that distance effects were smaller in the periphery and larger 
near the center. The effect was largest when the cued and target locations were on 
opposite sides of the vertical midline. This study also suggested that there could be a 
gradient of attentional facilitation for information at nearby locations. However, the 
increase in RTs with distance from the cue might also be explained by a moving spotlight 
of attention. The spotlight would be focused on the cued location, and would then have to 
move when the target appeared at a different location. If the spotlight of attention moves 
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in an analog fashion, the greater the distance between cue and target, the longer it would 
take for the spotlight to move.  
Evidence for the gradient model was also observed in a similar cuing experiment 
in which Downing (1988) used a display with 12 boxes in a circle around a center 
fixation point. An arrow at the center of the display would cue one of the locations, and 
then four stimuli would appear randomly. Participants had to perform a discrimination 
task (based on luminance, brightness, form, or orientation) and report if the target 
appeared in an indicated box. She used d’ to separate the effects of sensitivity from the 
effects of response bias, and found that sensitivity was highest at the cued location. She 
also observed that participants had higher sensitivity for targets that appeared closer to 
the cued location compared to farther away. This study showed a similar effect of 
distance as Downing & Pinker (1985), but the organization of targets in a circle around 
fixation eliminated the confound of acuity. The decrease in sensitivity with increasing 
distance from the cue suggests that attentional facilitation is distributed to the possible 
target locations in a gradient pattern centered around the cued location (Downing & 
Pinker, 1985, Downing, 1988; Henderson & Maquistan, 2003).  
It appeared that selective attention could be used to preferentially process 
information in a graded manner when a cue was used to indicate a location in advance. 
The gradient pattern of attention centered on the cued location was supported by a series 
of experiments performed by LaBerge, Carlson, Williams, and Bunney (1997). In their 
experiments, a central cue was followed by three 3-letter groups in sequence. The first 
letter group appeared at the center location, and the second and third groups appeared in 
one of 5 locations along the horizontal midline (including the center location). 
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Participants were instructed to respond only if the middle letter in every group was a 
target. This was done to determine if the apparent gradient of attention was due to a 
rapidly moving spotlight. A moving spotlight of attention would predict fastest RTs when 
the third target was closest to the second target. However, they found that RTs were 
fastest when the third target was closest to the initial cue, with a gradual decrease in RTs 
as distance from the cue increased. Presumably, facilitation built up at and around the 
cued location after the cue appeared. The preferential processing of information at that 
location was maintained throughout the trial regardless of where targets appeared. This 
consistency throughout the trial showed that selective attention at a single location could 
be maintained even with the presentation of multiple targets at different locations. Once 
again, the boundary of spatially selective attention followed the gradient model. 
Spatially Selective Attention: Not Always a Gradient 
Spatially selective attention can operate differently under different circumstances. 
In visual search tasks in which no cue precedes the search display, selective attention 
inhibits information presented at the same location as a previous distractor (Cepeda et al., 
1998). In addition, Kim and Cave (1995) showed there was no evidence of an attentional 
gradient in visual search tasks. The search array was arranged in a circle around fixation. 
Participants performed either a feature or conjunction search for a single target among 
seven distractors. In Experiment 1, participants responded to a single small dot probe that 
appeared after the search display. In Experiment 2, letters appeared after the search 
display to act as “probes” wherever a search item had been, and participants had to report 
as many letters as possible. There were no systematic effects due to distance between the 
target item and the probe (dot or letter). The stimuli in these search tasks, with multiple 
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distractors present, differ from those in the studies that observed distance effects, which 
did not have distractors appearing at the same time as targets. Distractors in the 
conjunction search employed by Kim and Cave (1995) differed from the target by shape, 
color, or both.  During feature search, the distractors were identical to each other, but as 
in the conjunction task, there was no cue to give participants the opportunity to apply 
spatially selective attention before the onset of the search display. The search task may 
have dictated that attention use the features of the stimuli to inhibit distractor locations 
instead of facilitating processing at the target location. The results suggest that search 
tasks result in inhibition of information at distractor locations in an all-or-none manner, 
whereas cues encourage distribution of attentional facilitation in a graded manner 
centered around the cue. 
In addition to the type of task participants complete, the properties of the display 
also impact how attention is allocated.  Hughes and Zimba (1985) performed a cuing 
experiment in which the cues and targets did not appear in delineated boxes. Instead, the 
cues and targets appeared on a blank screen in either the right or left hemifield and were 
not confined to the horizontal midline. They observed shorter RTs when the cue and 
probe were in the same hemifield compared to opposite hemifields, but the distance 
between cue and target did not matter. The same was true for cue/target pairs above and 
below the vertical midline. When Hughes and Zimba (1987) replicated Downing and 
Pinker’s (1985) study with boxes marking possible stimulus locations, they found 
distance effects, suggesting that the presence of markers indicating the potential locations 
of targets (i.e. the squares) affects how selective attention is distributed. An explanation 
for the necessity of the delineated squares to observe gradients of selective attention is 
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that the borders of the squares were processed as distractor objects on the display 
(Hughes & Zimba, 1987; see Cave & Bichot, 1999, for a review of visuospatial 
attention). Participants were required to allocate more attentional resources at the space 
within the cued square to be sure that a stimulus was a target and not just part of the 
square. With more resources devoted to the cued location, there is a smaller spread of 
“extra” facilitation in a gradient that can be observed within the space of the 
display/monitor. Without the delineated boxes, the task is much easier. Selective attention 
may act on the entire display (or one hemifield) as the cued location and process it as a 
single object. In that case, the gradient pattern may still exist, but it would be distributed 
to locations outside of the search display. Interestingly, there was a gradient pattern of 
facilitation without delineated boxes around the possible target locations in Laberge, 
Carlson, Williams, and Bunney (1997). It may be that the two letters surrounding the 
target letter were processed as distractors that would be comparable to the boxes used in 
other studies (Downing & Pinker, 1985; Hughes & Zimba, 1987; Downing, 1988). In 
addition, the two flanker letters were designed to be similar to the target to make the task 
difficult. The task may have required a concentrated allocation of attention similar to that 
of stimuli presented within boxes. Again, the extra resources were distributed in a small 
gradient within the display. This gradient pattern in these cuing studies contrasts with the 
spatial selection in visual search studies that appeared to show distractor inhibition at 
nearby locations (Cepeda et al., 1998; Kim & Cave, 1995). With no knowledge about 
where the target is likely to appear, there is no time for the buildup of attentional 
facilitation, and distractor locations near the target are inhibited. 
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Whether it is boxes or flanking letters, it appears that the gradient pattern of 
spatially selective attention requires some type of object or delineated region to make the 
task difficult enough to require location-specific facilitation. Kravitz and Behrmann 
(2008) recently provided evidence to support both a gradient pattern of spatially selective 
attention and an object-based effect on the gradient. In each trial of their first experiment, 
there was a set of two circles, which were sometimes connected by a line to form a 
barbell. One of the circles was cued, and then a target could appear within either circle, 
close to the two circles, or far away from the two circles. If one circle was cued, RTs 
were faster to targets in the other circle when they were connected to form a barbell 
compared to not connected, as expected from earlier studies (see Scholl, 2001, for a 
review of object-based attention effects). They also found lower RTs when targets 
appeared close to the barbell compared to far away. Their second experiment had 12 
possible target locations that formed a circle around fixation. The barbell was oriented 
vertically so that one end was at the 12 o’clock location and the other was at the center of 
fixation. When the cue was at the lower end of the barbell (center of fixation), RTs to 
targets increased linearly with rotational distance from the 12 o’clock location to the 6 
o’clock location. The cue was always the same distance from all the possible target 
locations, but RTs were increasing. The gradient pattern of attentional facilitation was 
relative to the barbell and not just the cue. Additionally, it was not just relative to the 
nearest boundary of the barbell, because the cued region was also part of the barbell. 
Instead, the increase in RTs was relative to the barbell’s center of mass, which would 
have been located halfway between the center of the display and the 12 o’clock location 
(on the vertical midline). However, the barbell always appeared in the same location, so 
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these effects could have also been based on where the target appeared on the retina. 
Kravitz and Behrmann’s (2008) last experiment used an uneven cross that could be cued 
at either end. They observed that RTs for targets increased with distance relative to the 
center of mass of the cross, not just its nearest boundary. This evidence confirmed the 
gradient seen in other experiments and supported the argument that delineated boxes may 
be processed as distractor objects (Hughes & Zimba, 1987). The cross and barbell were 
cued in the same way as the squares had been in previous studies. They showed that the 
boundaries were being processed as a whole object, and attention was producing 
facilitation with a gradient pattern that was relative to the properties of those objects.  
Event-Related Potential Measures of Attention 
The behavioral results discussed so far show that under certain circumstances, 
there is increased sensitivity to targets at locations near cued locations, indicating that 
attentional facilitation is strongest at the cued location and decreases gradually with 
distance from that location. Results from visual search tasks (Kim & Cave, 1995; Cepeda 
et al., 1998) and cuing tasks that do not use delineated boundaries (Hughes & Zimba, 
1985), however, indicate that selective attention operates differently depending on the 
task. Other methods have been used to evaluate these models, and there is 
electrophysiological data to support a gradient pattern of spatially selective attentional 
facilitation. 
Electroencephalography (EEG) is a measurement of the electrical activity 
produced by neurons in the brain. It is measured from electrodes placed on the scalp. 
Event-related potential (ERP) experiments measure electrical potentials that are time-
locked to the onset of specific events. A stimulus is presented repeatedly over the course 
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of the experiment and the EEG data from these multiple trials are averaged together. This 
analysis reduces the amplitude of electrical activity unrelated to the stimuli or task and 
allows the experimenter to observe the potentials evoked by specific stimuli presented in 
different conditions. ERP techniques offer certain advantages over purely behavioral 
methods. The electrical potentials elicited by stimuli can show differences due to 
attention that occur very early after the onset of the stimulus. The behavioral response 
occurs after processing has completed and includes time required to plan and execute a 
motor response. In addition, ERPs can provide information about the effect of attention at 
different stages of processing. One way to study spatially selective attention with ERPs is 
the sustained attention paradigm. Participants are given information (i.e. a cue or verbal 
instructions) to direct attention to a specific location at the beginning of a block of trials, 
and they are encouraged to attend to that location throughout the entire block.  
The entire waveform in response to a visual stimulus can be referred to as VEPs, 
which include a number of distinct peaks that may be affected by attention (for a review 
of ERP attention studies, see Hillyard & Kutas, 1983). Spatially selective attention effects 
were observed in sustained attention paradigms that required participants to attend to 
flashing lights in one visual hemifield while ignoring the sequence in the opposite 
hemifield (Eason & Ritchie, 1976; Van Voorhis & Hillyard, 1977; Harter, Aine, & 
Schroeder, 1982). ERPs elicited by flashes in one hemifield where compared when 
attention was directed to that location and the other hemifield such that the only 
difference between conditions was attention. Flashes in the attended hemifield elicited a 
larger amplitude first positive deflection (P1, 80-110 ms after stimulus onset), first 
negative deflection (N1, 160-180 ms after stimulus onset), and second positive deflection 
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(P2, 200-250 ms after stimulus onset) compared to flashes in that hemifield when it was 
ignored. There is also a negative deflection (N2, 225-275) that is modulated by attention 
(Mangun & Hillyard, 1988). These peaks and attention effects were observed over 
parieto-occipital regions contralateral to stimulus presentation. The short latencies at 
which ERPs were modulated by attention indicated that attention affects early perceptual 
processing. In addition a larger positive peak onsetting around 300 ms after stimulus 
presentation (P300) was evident in response to detected targets (Hillyard, Picton, & 
Regan, 1978). These patterns associated with attentional manipulation show that selective 
attention at a specific location can facilitate processing of information at that location 
(Eason, Harter, & White, 1969; Harter, Aine, & Schroeder, 1982; Mangun & Hillyard, 
1988; Neville & Lawson, 1987; Rugg, Milner, Lines, & Phalp, 1987; Van Voorhis & 
Hillyard, 1977). 
Luck, Fan, & Hillyard (1993) used ERPs to show that attentional facilitation 
extended beyond the boundaries of a target object. Participants were instructed to search 
for a target based on color and respond to the orientation of the target (upright or 
inverted). Following the onset of the display, a white outlined square that surrounded the 
target, or a distractor on the opposite side of the display, flashed briefly and acted as the 
probe. They observed that the electrical potentials evoked by the irrelevant probe 
stimulus were larger when the probe surrounded a target that was the subject of the 
discrimination task compared to one of the distractor items. Specifically, this difference 
was seen on the first positive component (P1, 75 ms after onset) and the first negative 
component (N1, 175 ms after onset). Since the probe surrounded, but did not physically 
overlap any of the targets or distracters, the modulation seen in the P1 and N1 
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components suggested that attentional facilitation extended beyond the boundaries of the 
objects.  
A two-part experiment conducted by Heinze, Luck Mangun, and Hillyard (1990) 
and Luck, Heinze, Mangun, and Hillyard (1990) discovered a functional disassociation 
between visually evoked P1 and N1 peaks. Participants performed a visual search task 
(one target among multiple distractors) with a display that contained 4 letters, all in one 
hemifield (i.e. unilateral display) or 8 letters, with 4 in each hemifield (i.e. bilateral 
display). They were instructed to attend to one hemifield for a block of trials to search for 
a target letter within that hemifield. The same letter was to be ignored if it appeared in the 
opposite hemifield. ERPs were compared for displays in one hemifield that did not 
contain target letters when it was attended and unattended. They observed attention 
effects on the P1 peak (75-125 ms) when the blocks consisted of either entirely unilateral 
display sequences (50% left, 50% right) and blocks that consisted of a mix of unilateral 
and bilateral display sequences (33% left, 33% right, and 33% bilateral). However, they 
observed attention effects for the N1 (125-175 ms) only during blocks that consisted of 
entirely unilateral display sequences. They concluded that the P1 and N1 reflected 
different attentional processes. Specifically, the P1 appeared to reflect a facilitation of 
early sensory processing in the attended hemifield. Meanwhile, The N1 appeared to 
reflect the engagement/orientating of attention to the relevant location. Data from other 
studies shows that attention can be captured by unilateral, irrelevant stimuli in the 
unattended hemifield (Jonides, 1981; Posner and Cohen 1984; Hsieh, 2003). In the 
unilateral-only display sequences, the proportion of attended to unattended stimuli was 
lower than it was in mixed sequences (50% vs. 66%). More attentional facilitation might 
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have been required to engage/orient the participant to the attended stimuli because they 
did not occur as often. In addition, the largest attention effects on the N1 appeared in 
response to an attended stimulus that was preceded by an unattended stimulus compared 
to any of the other three possible sequences (attended-unattended, attended-attended, or 
unattended-unattended). The data from this study suggested that the P1 and N1 may 
reflect different stages of processing that are modified by attention. 
Mangun and Hillyard (1988) demonstrated that gradients of attentional facilitation 
could be indexed with ERPs. In this sustained attention paradigm, participants were 
instructed to attend to one of three locations above the horizontal midline, delineated by 
rectangles, for 1.75 min blocks. A series of vertical bars appeared rapidly in each of the 
three rectangles and participants were instructed to respond any time an infrequent, 
shorter target bar appeared at the attended location. They were also instructed to respond 
to target bars at the other two locations if they happened to notice one. The researchers 
found that attentional effects on the N1 amplitudes were largest in response to bars 
presented at cued locations, significantly smaller for bars one location away, and even 
smaller when bars were two locations away. Other peaks (including the P1 and N2) 
differed in amplitude for the attended and unattended conditions, but not for stimuli in the 
two unattended locations. However, with only three locations above the horizontal 
midline at which a stimulus could appear, the attention effects observed in the VEPs 
could also be attributed to the fact that the far location was always in the opposite 
hemifield of the cue, and the middle location was always on the vertical midline. The 
results of this study suggested that N1 amplitude might index a gradient of attentional 
facilitation in sustained attention tasks. 
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Further evidence for a gradient pattern of facilitation extending beyond an 
attended location was shown by Eimer (1997). In his experiment, participants viewed 
rapidly presented squares that appeared in one of four locations, one in each quadrant of 
the visual field, around an imaginary circle. The squares were presented in either a 
clockwise or counterclockwise order for each 3 min block. Participants were instructed to 
respond to rare targets (9.5% of all trials) that contained a small black line on either the 
right or left side of the square by pressing a button to indicate which side the line was on.  
On 13% of the trials, a square would appear in an unexpected location such that it did not 
follow the regular clockwise or counterclockwise sequence. The unexpected location was 
either near the expected location across one visual midline or far from the expected 
location across both visual midlines. Results showed a gradient of attentional facilitation 
on N1 amplitude (160-210 ms).The N1 elicited by nontarget squares was largest in 
amplitude when the square appeared at the expected location and decreased in a graded 
manner with distance between the expected and actual location. Eimer (1999) also found 
the same distance-based attention effects using numerical cues to direct attention to a 
specific quadrant. He concluded that systematic modulation of ERP waveforms based on 
distance from the expected location provides evidence for a gradient of attentional 
facilitation that is centered on the expected location.  
A recent experiment (Bush, Cave, & Sanders, 2007) has elucidated more 
information concerning the gradient pattern of spatially selective attention. This study 
used 12 boxes equally spaced around fixation. One, three, or five contiguous squares 
were highlighted at the beginning of each block centered on the 3 o’clock or 9 o’clock 
location. Following the cue, deviant X (20%) and standard O (80%) stimuli appeared 
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rapidly, one at a time, in one of the 12 boxes randomly. Participants were instructed to 
respond to a deviant X appearing within the cued region. As expected, ERPs evoked by 
irrelevant standards at cued locations had a larger amplitude N1 (160-200 ms) compared 
to standards presented in the opposite hemifield. There was a gradient in the N1 
amplitude such that it was largest in response to standards presented at the center of each 
attended region and decreased gradually with distance from the center. This study also 
confirmed the results from Mangun and Hillyard (1998) that showed attention effects for 
the N2 were limited to the cued region. This later stage of processing appeared to reflect 
a more precise boundary for spatial selectivity. In addition, the N2 amplitude decreased 
as the size of the cued region increased, supporting the zoom lens variant of the spotlight 
model (Eriksen & Yeh, 1986; Eimer, 1999, 2000). 
ERP evidence from this study supported a gradient model of spatially selective 
attention as indexed by N1 amplitude. However, these gradients were only measured 
around the horizontal midline (Bush, Cave, & Sanders, 2007). The previous ERP studies 
that reported attentional gradients (Mangun & Hillyard, 1988; Eimer 1997, 1999) used 
stimuli that were either on one of the visual midlines or were positioned across a visual 
midline. Earlier behavioral studies showed that spatially selective attention may use the 
vertical or horizontal midlines as a boundary for attentional facilitation when the cues and 
targets appear on a blank display (Hughes & Zimba, 1985). Therefore, it would be 
reasonable to suggest that information presented on the vertical and horizontal midlines is 
processed differently than information in other parts of the visual field. VEPs from 
stimuli at the midline may also be different than stimuli appearing elsewhere, and ERP 
signals can vary with the distance from fixation or the midlines. Behavioral research has 
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observed gradients of attentional facilitation at locations away from the vertical and 
horizontal midlines (Downing, 1988; Kravitz & Behrmann, 2008). However, there is 
need for a study that can clarify the presence, distribution, and timing of attentional 
gradients across and within all quadrants of the visual field. 
The experiment described below is such a comprehensive survey of attentional 
gradients using a design similar to Bush, Cave, and Sanders (2007). Twelve boxes were 
arranged in a circle around fixation, but instead of cuing areas of different size, the cue 
was always one box. ERP waveforms and behavioral data were collected as both cues 
and stimuli appeared at each of the 12 locations. This evenly distributed coverage of the 
different quadrants allowed us to eliminate the possibility that location in the visual field 
accounts for the gradients of spatially selective attention seen in the previous studies. We 
were also able to compare the distribution of attention independently at each location.  
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CHAPTER II 
METHOD 
Participants 
The participants were 18 adults between the ages of 18 and 48 years (mean = 24 
years) with normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. Participants reported being right-
handed, native English speakers, taking no psychoactive medications, and having no 
known psychological disorders. An additional four participants completed the experiment 
but their data were excluded due to poor EEG quality (excessive muscle tension, blinks, 
or eye movements). Data from two more participants were excluded due to technical 
problems. All participants provided written informed consent prior to the experiment and 
were compensated for their time at a rate of $10/h. 
Stimuli 
Twelve grey boxes, which each occupied 0.3º by 0.3º of visual angle, formed a 
circle around a grey fixation cross on a black background. The boxes were arranged such 
that the center of each box was 1.2º from the center of the fixation cross and 0.66º from 
the center of adjacent boxes (Figure 1). The boxes were referenced like the numbers on a 
12-hour analog clock face, with location 12 at the top and the rest increasing from 1-11 
around the circle in a clockwise direction. Standard O stimuli (80%) and deviant X 
stimuli (20%) were presented one at a time (72 ms each), each centered within a box, 
with a variable inter-stimulus interval of 200-600 ms. The standards and deviants were 
white and subtended 0.25º by 0.25º of visual angle. Stimuli appeared with equal 
frequency at all 12 locations.  
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Procedure 
The procedure for this study was approved by the Department of Psychology 
institutional review board. After signing the appropriate consent forms, participants were 
fitted with a 128-channel HydroCel Geodesic Sensor Net (Electrical Geodesics Inc., 
Eugene, OR). The electrodes are imbedded in small sponges that were soaked with 
solution of potassium chloride, water, and shampoo to reduce impedance at each 
electrode site below 50 kΩ. Participants were then given instructions on the computer 
monitor and a practice session to become familiar with the experiment. The practice 
session consisted of a single block that was identical to the experimental blocks, except 
that it was 180 s long instead of 120 s.  
 At the beginning of each block, the display appeared showing all 12 boxes and the 
center fixation cross. Participants were instructed to maintain fixation at the cross in the 
center of the screen whenever the experimental display was present. One of the 12 boxes 
was red with the line thickness doubled for 2 s in order to direct the participant to attend 
covertly to that location throughout that 120 s block without moving the eyes from the 
fixation cross. The location cued at the beginning of each block was selected randomly, 
and each location was cued the same number of times (6 blocks per location). The cued 
location then reverted to a white box, and 1 s later standards and deviants began to 
appear. Participants were instructed to respond by pressing a button only when a deviant 
appeared at the cued location. They were asked to respond as quickly and accurately as 
possible. After each 120 s block, participants were offered a short break. The experiment 
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was divided into two 2.5 hour sessions (36 blocks per session), with the participants 
completing the second session within 10 days of the first.  
ERP Recording and Analysis 
Continuous EEG was recorded at a bandwith of 0.01-100 Hz while participants 
completed the task. EEG was digitized (250 Hz) and segmented into epochs 100 ms 
before to 500 ms after onset of standards, with the 100 ms pre-stimulus interval serving 
as a baseline. ERP analysis was time-locked to the standards in order to prevent any 
confounds that could be caused by a planned motor response to the deviants. Trials that 
contained eye blinks, eye movements, or head movements, as determined by maximum 
amplitude threshold criteria that were applied uniformly across all participants, were 
excluded from the final average. EEG data from trials included in the analysis were 
averaged and then rereferenced to the average mastoid measurements. All of the 
comparisons were made across ERPs that were time-locked to a standard at a specific 
location, with only the cue locations varying across the conditions, so that attention 
effects were always assessed for physically identical stimuli. The initial analysis was 
designed to resolve the location and distribution of VEPs across the entire scalp when the 
cue was at the standard location (Cue Same) compared to when the cue was on the 
opposite side of the center of the circle (Cue Opposite). For example, VEPs would be 
compared for a standard at location 1 when the cue was at location 1 and when the cue 
was at location 7, because locations 1 and 7 are 180º apart or opposite each other on an 
analog clock face. Mean amplitude measurements were taken on the waveforms in the 
following time windows: 100-150 ms (P1), 150-200 ms (N1), 200-250 ms (P2), 225-275 
ms (N2), 150-350 ms (anterior positivity, aP), and 300-450 ms (P3) after the onset of the 
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standard. Measurements were made at 112 electrode sites across the scalp that were 
organized in a 2 (left, right–“hem”) x 8 (medial to lateral—“lat”) x 7 (anterior to 
posterior—“ap”) grid (Figure 2). Repeated measures ANOVAs were run on these 
averaged measurements with two levels of attention:  (attention, Cue Same versus Cue 
Opposite) x 2 (hem) x 8 (lat) x 7 (ap). All significant main effects of attention (p < .05) 
and any significant attention by electrode position interactions were followed up with 
subsequent ANOVAs using subsets of electrodes to localize the electrode groups where 
there was a main effect of attention. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used for all 
comparisons of more than two levels.  
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CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
Behavioral Results 
 Responses to targets (hits) were defined as a button press within 1.5 s after the 
onset of a single target. A button press that did not occur within 1.5 s after a target onset, 
or additional buttons presses within 1.5 s of a single target were defined as false alarms. 
The rapid presentation of standards and non-target deviants meant that it was impossible 
to determine which stimuli were associated with the false alarm. We then compared the 
hit rate (= hits / total number of targets) at each location (Figures 3.a and 3.b). There was 
a significant main effect of location on hit rate (F(11,287)= 2.380, p = .030). This effect 
appeared to be driven by differences for responses to targets near the vertical midline, 
and we compared the six locations around the vertical midline (11, 12, 1, 5-7) to the six 
locations around the horizontal midline (1-3, 8-10). There was a significant main effect 
that showed hit rates to cued locations around the vertical midline (M = .694) were 
significantly lower than hit rates to cued locations around the horizontal  midline (M = 
.775, F(1,17)= 9.227, p = .007).  There was no significant difference in hit rates between 
the upper visual field and the lower visual field (p > .10) or between the left and right 
visual field (p > .50).  
We also compared false alarm rates (= false alarms / total number of responses) at 
each location (Figures 4.a and 4.b). There was no significant main effect of location on 
false alarm rate overall (p > .40). or between the upper and lower visual field, left and 
right visual field, and vertical and horizontal midlines (all p’s > .30). Taken together, 
these results suggest that participants were better at responding to targets near the 
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horizontal midline versus the vertical midline, but did not show any difference in the 
number of false alarms based on visual field location. 
ERP Results Summary 
There are four major findings from this study that will be discussed. The first 
section will focus on six waveform peaks that have been shown to be modulated by 
attention in previous studies. This includes the P1 (100-150 ms), N1 (150-200 ms), P2 
(200-250 ms), N2 (225-275 ms), P3 (300-450 ms), and the anterior positivity (aP 150-350 
ms). Attention effects (= Cue Same – Cue Opposite) were compared for standards 
appearing at different locations in the visual field. There were no significant effects of 
attention on the P1 (100-150 ms) component at any of the 12 locations. We observed 
significant main effects of attention for the N1 (150-200 ms), P2 (200-250), and N2 (225-
275) at many locations such that standards presented at a cued location (Cue Same) 
elicited a more negative peak compared to standards presented at that same location when 
the cue was in the box opposite to the standard (Cue Opposite).  There were also 
significant effects of attention on the amplitude of the anterior positivity (aP 150-350 ms) 
and P3 (300-450 ms) for standards at many locations. 
 The second section will focus on the distribution and size of the attention effects 
across different locations in the visual field. The attention effects for the N1 and P3 
appeared relatively symmetric for standards across all locations in the visual field. For the 
P2 and N2, attention effects were larger for standards presented in the left visual field 
compared to standards presented in the right visual field. The opposite was true at 
anterior electrode sites selected to capture the aP. 
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The third analysis supports the existence of a gradient of attention around a cued 
location. Two new conditions were added to analyze responses when the cue was one 
location away (Cue 1 Away) or two locations away (Cue 2 Away) from the standards. The 
cue could appear either clockwise or counterclockwise of the standards. At the 11 
locations where there was a main effect of attention for the N1, there was also a gradient 
of attention such that Cue Same > Cue 1 Away > Cue 2 Away > Cue Opposite. The Cue 
Same and Cue 1 Away standards elicited an effect of attention on the P2 and P3. For the 
N2 and aP, only the Cue Same standards differed from the other conditions. 
 The fourth finding suggests that there is an asymmetry in the gradient of attention. 
Attention effects were calculated for the standard locations that could have cues appear 
up to 2 locations above and below the standard. Attentional facilitation was larger for 
standards appearing below the center of attention (cued location) versus standards 
appearing above the center of attention.   
Part 1:  Standards at the Cued Location Elicit Attention Effects  
P1 (50-100 ms and 100-150 ms) 
For the mean amplitude measurements during the 50-100 ms and 100-150 ms 
time windows (P1), there were no main effects of attention across the entire scalp for 
standards presented at any of the 12 locations (all p’s > .10). Even though there were 
attention by hemisphere interactions (p’s < .045) for standards presented in locations 1-4 
(100-150 ms), the main effect of attention was not significant at the right medial 
electrodes over central and posterior regions where the difference was largest.  
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N1 (150-200 ms) 
 For the N1, there were significant interactions between attention and hemisphere 
and/or attention and anterior-posterior at standard locations 1-11 across the entire scalp 
(all p’s ≤ .020). Based on these interactions, a subset of electrodes was selected over the 
posterior region of the scalp, contralateral to the location at which the standard was 
presented (Figure 5). Both subsets of electrodes (one for each hemifield) were used for 
vertical midline locations. There was a significant main effect of attention for standards 
presented at all locations except 12 and 8, with standards in the Cue Same condition 
eliciting a larger negativity than the Cue Opposite condition (all p’s < .040, see Table 1). 
The effect of attention for location 8 was significant at the lateral 6 columns (F(1,17)= 
5.502, p = .031). In addition, there were significant attention and laterality interactions at 
many standard locations that showed the negative attention effect was the largest at 
intermediate columns (all p’s < .025). The attention x laterality x anterior-posterior 
interactions showed that the negativity was more lateral at the more posterior rows except 
for location 6, where the effect was more medial at the posterior rows (all p’s < .050). At 
standard location 12, there was no significant main effect of attention and no attention by 
electrode position interactions (all p’s > .15) 
P2 (200-250 ms) 
 The P2 appeared as a positive deflection with an absolute amplitude that was still 
negative.  For the P2, there were significant interactions between attention and 
hemisphere and/or attention and anterior-posterior at standard locations 1-11 across the 
entire scalp (all p’s < .025). The same subset of electrodes used for the N1 was selected 
based on these interactions (Figure 5). There was a significant main effect of attention for 
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standards at locations 1-2 and 6-11 with Cue Same standards eliciting a larger negativity 
than Cue Opposite standards (all p’s < .030, see Table 2). The effect of attention at 
locations 3-5 was significant at the lateral 6 columns (all p’s ≤ .050). There were 
significant attention and laterality interactions at two locations that showed the 
differences were largest at the intermediate columns (both p’s < .050) and significant 
attention and anterior-posterior interactions at many locations that showed the differences 
were largest at the more posterior rows (all p’s < .050). The attention x laterality x 
anterior-posterior interactions showed that the negativity was more lateral at the more 
posterior rows except for location 6, where the effect was more medial at the posterior 
rows (all p’s < .050). At standard location 12, there was no significant main effect of 
attention and no attention by electrode position interactions (all p’s > .10) 
N2 (225-275 ms) 
 For the mean amplitude measurements for the N2, there were significant 
interactions between attention and hemisphere and/or attention and anterior-posterior at 
all 12 standard locations across the entire scalp (all p’s < .040). A subset of electrodes 
was selected based on these interactions over the posterior region of the scalp, over the 
hemisphere contralateral to the location the standard was presented (Figure 5). There was 
a significant main effect of attention at half of the standard locations with Cue Same 
standards eliciting a larger negativity than Cue Opposite standards (all p’s < .035, see 
Table 3). The effect of attention at location 4 was significant at the lateral 5 columns 
(F(1,17)= 4.828, p = .042). There were significant attention and laterality interactions at 
two locations that showed the differences were largest at the more medial columns (both 
p’s < .040) and a significant attention and anterior-posterior interaction at location 6 that 
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showed the differences were largest at the more posterior rows (F(2,34)= 13.953, p < 
.001). The attention x laterality x anterior-posterior interactions showed that the 
negativity was more lateral at the more posterior rows (all p’s ≤ .025). At standard 
location 12, there was no significant main effect of attention and no attention by electrode 
position interactions (all p’s > .090). 
Anterior Positivity (aP 150-350 ms) 
 For the aP, there were significant interactions between attention and hemisphere 
and/or attention and anterior-posterior at 8 of the standard locations across the entire 
scalp (all p’s ≤ .023). A subset of electrodes was selected based on these interactions over 
the anterior region of the scalp, over the hemisphere ipsilateral to the location where the 
standard was presented (Figure 5). There was a significant main effect of attention at 7 of 
the standard locations such that Cue Same standards elicited a larger positivity than Cue 
Opposite standards (all p’s ≤ .030, see Table 4). The effect of attention at location 11 was 
significant at the lateral 4 columns (F(1,17)=  4.829, p = .042). There was an attention 
and laterality interaction at location 5 that showed the differences were larger at more 
lateral electrodes (F(7,119)= 3.352, p = .046), and there were attention and anterior-
posterior interactions at half of the standard locations that showed the differences were 
larger at more anterior electrodes (all p’s < .035). There was an attention x laterality x 
anterior-posterior interaction at location 11 that showed the positivity was more lateral at 
the more posterior rows (F(6,102)= 4.054, p = .007). In addition, there was a significant 
positive attention effect across the entire scalp at location 12 (F(1,17)= 7.477, p = .014). 
However, this effect was not significant when looking at just the electrodes used for the 
other 11 locations (F(1,17)= 4.372, .052). 
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P3 (300-450 ms) 
 For mean amplitude measurements in the P3 window, there was a significant 
effect of attention across the entire scalp for standards at 9 of the locations with Cue 
Same standards eliciting a larger positivity than Cue Opposite standards (all p’s < .030). 
There were significant attention and laterality and/or attention and anterior-posterior 
interactions at 11 out of the 12 locations, and a subset of electrodes was selected based on 
these interactions (all p’s < .035, Figure 5). There was a significant main effect of 
attention at all 12 locations and significant attention by electrode position interactions at 
many locations showed that the attention effect was largest at electrodes near the 
top/center of the scalp (all p’s < .05, see Table 5) 
Part 2: Distribution and Size of VEPs Across the Visual Field 
Standards presented at different locations in the visual field will elicit ERP signals 
that may have different amplitudes and distributions on the scalp. The visual cortex is 
arranged in a retinotopic manner; stimuli activating specific locations on the retina will 
activate different neurons within primary visual cortex. In order to make comparisons 
across conditions, we selected a subset of 16 electrodes that best captured the attention 
effect across standard locations during the N1, P2, and N2 time windows (Figure 6.a). 
VEPs at these electrodes differed based on standard location (Figure 6.b).  Attention 
effects were calculated to account for these differences (=Cue Same – Cue Opposite). 
Attention effects can be compared across multiple locations, because they do not rely on 
the absolute strength of the ERP signals generated, only the difference in electrical 
potential that can be accounted for by attention. For all the time windows in which 
significant main effects of attention were found, ANOVAs compared the attention effects 
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between stimuli appearing in the upper half of the visual field (UVF) to stimuli appearing 
in the bottom half of the visual field (BVF) and stimuli appearing in the left visual field 
(LVF) to stimuli appearing in the right visual field (RVF). Each condition included the 
following locations for all the time windows: Upper Visual Field (10, 11, 1, 2); Bottom 
Visual Field (8, 7, 5, 4); Left Visual Field (11, 10, 9, 8, 7); and Right Visual Field (1, 2, 
3, 4, 5). Location 12 was excluded from the analysis because there was no significant 
main effect of attention on standards presented there (Part 1), and location 6 was 
excluded from the UVF vs. BVF to ensure both conditions included an equal number of 
locations.  
 For the N1, there was no significant difference in the attention effect for the UVF 
(M = -.838) and the BVF (M = -.854) conditions (F(1,3) = .004, p = .955). There was also 
no significant difference between the LVF (M = -.846) and RVF (M = -.856) conditions 
(F(1,4) = .002, p = .966). These results indicate that attentional facilitation was not 
significantly different for standards presented at different locations in the visual field 
(Figure 7). 
 For the P2, there was also no significant difference between the UVF (M = -.804) 
and the BVF (M = -.758) conditions (F(1,3) = .550, p = .512). It did appear that a 
difference was emerging between the LVF (M = -.861) and RVF (M = -.655) conditions, 
such that attention facilitated standards presented in the left visual field more than the 
right visual field (Figure 7). However, this difference was not significant (F(1,4) = 4.608, 
p = .098).  
For the N2, there was still no significant difference between the UVF (M = -.681) 
and the BVF (M = -.572) conditions (F(1,3) = 2.334, p = .224). However, the difference 
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between the LVF (M = -.755) and the RVF (M = -.428) conditions was significant and 
showed that attentional facilitation was larger for standards presented on the left side of 
the display compared to the right side of the display (F(1,4) = 10.345, p = .032, see 
Figure 7).  
For the aP, the analysis used the two sets of electrodes over the anterior region of 
the scalp (one for each hemisphere) described in Part 1 (Figure 5). In this case, the values 
for an increase in attentional facilitation (Cue Same – Cue Opposite = attention effect) 
reflect a positive change in ERP components due to attention (Figure 8). There was no 
significant difference between the UVF (M = .603) and BVF (M = .610) conditions 
(F(1,3) = .007, p = .938). In addition, there was no significant difference between the 
LVF (M = .537) and RVF (M = .719) conditions (F(1,4) = 3.964, p = .117).  
For the P3, the analysis included the same subset of electrodes used in Part 1 
(Figure 5). In addition, the UVF vs. BVF comparison included locations 12 and 6, 
because there was a main effect of attention at location 12 (Part 1). Again, the P3 is more 
positive when the standard is attended, so the values for attentional facilitation also 
reflect a positive change in ERP components (Figure 8). There was no significant 
difference between the UVF (M = 1.100) and BVF (M = 1.099) conditions (F(1,4) = 
.000, p = .985) and no significant difference between the LVF (M = 1.104) and RVF (M 
= 1.110) conditions (F(1,4) = .001, p = .972).  
To summarize, there were no differences in the attention effect around different 
locations in the visual field for the N1 or P2. For the N2, the attention effect was larger 
for standards presented in the left visual field versus the right visual field. This suggests 
that standards may receive greater attentional facilitation, or that ERPs recorded over the 
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right hemisphere reflected the attention effect better than ERPs recorded over the left 
hemisphere. Finally, there were no differences in the attention effect around different 
locations of the visual field for the P3 or aP. 
Part 3: Gradient of Attentional Facilitation Centered on Cued Location 
 Attention effects were analyzed for standards when the cue was one position away 
from the standard (Cue 1 Away) or two positions away from the standard (Cue 2 Away) 
so that a value of zero indicates that attention is directed as far as possible from the 
standard (unattended). Increasingly negative values (N1, P2, N2: Figure 9) or positive 
values (aP, P3: Figure 10) indicate increasing attentional facilitation. 
 For the N1, the same electrode groups selected in Part 2 were used (Figure 6.a) 
and included the 11 locations where there was a main effect of attention between Cue 
Same and Cue Opposite. The Cue Same (M = -.826) condition was significantly more 
negative than the Cue 1 Away (M = -.512) condition (F(1,10) = 36.084, p = .002). Then, 
the Cue 1 Away condition was significantly more negative than the Cue 2 Away (M = -
.221) condition (F(1,10) = 65.475, p < .001). Finally, the Cue 2 Away condition was 
significantly more negative than the Cue Opposite (M = .000) condition (F(1,10) = 7.883, 
p = .019). Attentional facilitation was strongest at the cued location and diminished 
gradually with distance from the cue across all 11 locations such that Cue Same > Cue 1 
Away > Cue 2 Away > Cue Opposite (Figure 11).  
 For the P2, the same electrode groups selected in Part 2 were used (Figure 6.a). 
The Cue Same (M = -.747) condition was significantly more negative than the Cue 1 
Away (M = -.276) condition (F(1,10) = 93.199, p < .001). In addition, the Cue 1 Away 
condition was significantly more negative than the Cue 2 Away (M = -.009) condition 
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(F(1,10) = 93.739, p < .001). However, the Cue 2 Away condition was not significantly 
different from the Cue Opposite (M = .000) condition (F(1,10) = .035, p = .855).  
 For the N2, the same electrode groups selected in Part 2 were used (Figure 6.a). 
The Cue Same (M = -.591) condition was significantly more negative than the Cue 1 
Away (M = -.098) condition (F(1,10) = 79.946, p < .001). The Cue 1 Away condition was 
also significantly more negative than the Cue 2 Away (M = .093) condition (F(1,10)= 
72.218, p < .001). Neither the Cue 1 Away (F(1,10) = 4.209, p = .067) condition nor the 
Cue 2 Away (F(1,10) = 4.339, p =.064) condition was significantly different from Cue 
Opposite (M = .000). 
 For the aP, the analysis used the two sets of electrodes over the anterior region of 
the scalp (one for each hemisphere) described in Part 1 (Figure 5). The Cue Same (M = 
.637) condition was significantly more positive than the Cue 1 Away (M = .079) 
condition (F(1,10) = 56.380, p < .001). However, the Cue 1 Away condition was not 
significantly different from the Cue 2 Away (M = -.011) condition (F(1,10) = 1.611, p = 
.233) or the Cue Opposite (M = .000) condition (F(1,10) = 2.520, p =.143). In addition, 
the Cue 2 Away condition was not significantly different from Cue Opposite (F(1,10) = 
.019, p = .893). 
For the P3, the analysis included the same subset of electrodes used in Part 1 
(Figure 5). The Cue Same (M = 1.140) condition was significantly more positive than the 
Cue 1 Away (M = .220) condition (F(1,11) = 222.548, p = .000). In addition, the Cue 1 
Away condition was significantly more positive than the Cue 2 Away (M = .078) 
condition (F(1,11) = 5.221, p = .043). The Cue 2 Away condition was also more positive 
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than Cue Opposite (M = .000), but this difference was not statistically significant 
(F(1,11) = 3.332, p = .095).  
The results showed that there was a significant gradient in the attention effect for 
the N1 such that Cue Same > Cue 1 Away > Cue 2 Away > Cue Opposite. For the P2 and 
P3, attention effects were different for Cue Same > Cue 1 Away > Cue Opposite. For the 
N2 and aP, there were only differences in the attention effect between Cue Same > Cue 
Opposite. For the attention effects indexed by the negative amplitude peaks, attention was 
more selective at later stages of processing. 
Part 4: N1 Gradient of Attentional Facilitation is Asymmetric 
 ERP waveforms indicated that the gradient of attentional facilitation for the N1 
was asymmetric. Standards that were presented below cued locations received more 
attentional facilitation than standards that were presented above cued locations. Standard 
locations that could have cues appear 1 and 2 positions above/below them were compared 
(i.e. locations 2, 3, 4 in the right visual field and locations 10, 9, 8 in the left visual field) 
in four new conditions: Cue 1 Above, Cue 2 Above, Cue 1 Below, and Cue 2 Below that 
describe the cue location relative to the standard. Attention effects showed significantly 
less attentional facilitation for the Cue 1 Below (M = -.498) condition compared to the 
Cue 1 Above (M = -.807) condition (F(1,5) = 18.009, p = .008). The same held true for 
the Cue 2 Below (M = -.176) condition, which received less attentional facilitation 
compared to the Cue 2 Above (M = -.454) condition (df(1,5) F = 21.419, p = .006). There 
were no significant differences between the Cue 1 Above and Cue 1 Below conditions for 
the P2 (F(1,5)= .919, p = .382). These results indicated attentional facilitation spread 
down more than up (Figure 12).  
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CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION 
 Spatially selective attention does not facilitate processing of information 
uniformly across different locations in the visual field at different stages of processing. 
VEPs generated by standards showed that the attention effect was not always equal 
across different locations of the visual field. This result emphasizes the importance of 
accounting for how the location of stimuli in the visual field will affect VEPs when 
designing ERP studies. In addition, data showed that attention was modulating processing 
of standards differently in different time windows. VEPs from the earlier time windows 
showed facilitated processing of standards with an asymmetric gradient distribution 
around the cued location. Results from increasingly later time windows indexed a smaller 
gradient of facilitation for standards around the cued location, until only standards 
presented at the cued location showed attention effects. This suggests that later stages of 
spatial attention gradually become more location specific. 
Attention Affects VEPs 
Contrary to the findings from many previous studies of spatially selective 
attention, there were no differences in VEPs elicited by attended and unattended 
standards for the P1 (For reviews, see Harter & Aine, 1984; Hillyard, Mangun, Luck & 
Heinze, 1990; Mangun & Hillyard, 1991; Mangun, Hillyard, & Luck, 1993). It is possible 
that the eccentricity, short presentation, and small size of the standards may have limited 
their ability to elicit an early positive deflection at many of the locations studied (Figure 
6.b). This is because the P1 peak has been shown to reflect early sensory processing 
(Heinze et al., 1990; Luck et al., 1990). The standards may simply have been unable to 
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elicit a response that could be measured at electrodes on the scalp. If the standards were 
not always able elicit a positive deflection, it would not be surprising if they were also 
unable to reliably elicit attention effects when there was a positive deflection.  
Unlike the P1, the results for later time windows are consistent with previous 
research that showed selective attention directed to a specific location can facilitate 
processing of stimuli at that location (Eason, Harter, & White, 1969; Harter, Aine, & 
Schroeder, 1982; Mangun & Hillyard, 1988; Neville & Lawson, 1987; Rugg et al., 1987; 
Van Voorhis & Hillyard, 1977). For the N1, P2, and N2 peaks, attended standards 
elicited a larger negativity compared to unattended standards. This enhanced negativity 
was observed at parieto-occipital electrodes on the scalp over the hemisphere 
contralateral to standard presentation for standards presented at most locations. 
The placement of stimuli at certain locations in visual field is important to 
consider when designing ERP studies. VEPs generated in response to standards presented 
above fixation on the vertical midline did not show any differences due to attention, and 
it would be surprising if participants were unable to direct attention to this location when 
it was cued. Behavioral results showed that the hit rate and false alarm rate when location 
12 was cued were similar to other locations near the vertical midline and confirmed 
previous research (Downing, 1988; Kravitz & Behrmann, 2008). The lack of differences 
in behavioral performance suggested the organization of visual cortex prevented the 
potentials generated by neurons from reaching the scalp and being recorded at the 
electrodes.  
There was also evidence that selective attention may affect processing of 
information presented in the left and right visual hemifield differently at later time 
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windows. For the N2 peak, the attention effect was significantly larger for standards 
presented in the left visual field compared to standards presented in the right visual field. 
This result suggests that participants may be better at directing spatially selective 
attention to locations in the left visual field and is supported by clinical evidence. 
Damage to the right temporoparietal junction in humans produces an inability to attend 
and respond to objects in the left visual field (Mesulam, 1981; Heilman, Watson, & 
Valenstein, 1985; Halligan & Marshall, 1994). These deficits may reflect a deficit in 
disengaging and reorienting to stimuli, and this deficit is generally more severe after right 
versus left parietal lesions (Posner, Walker, Friedrich, & Rafal, 1984; Morrow & Ratcliff, 
1988; Di Pellegrino, 1995; Friedrich, Egly, Rafal, & Beck, 1998). Event-related fMRI 
research has also confirmed the importance of the right temporoparietal junction in the 
shift toward and maintenance of attention at a cued location (Corbetta, Kincade, Ollinger, 
McAvoy, & Shulman, 2000).  The right temporoparietal junction is also more activated 
when participants monitor a display for infrequent targets (vigilance) over a period of 
time (Pardo, Fox, & Raichle, 1991; Corbetta et al., 2000). 
Different Stages of Attention: A Gradient and a Zoom Lens 
 Results from this study confirmed earlier findings that the N1 indexes a gradient 
pattern of attentional facilitation centered around the cued location (Mangun & Hillyard, 
1988; Eimer 1997, 1999; Bush, Cave, & Sanders, 2007). Attention effects were largest 
when the standard and cue were in the same location and decreased gradually with 
increasing distance between the standard and cue. The gradient of attentional facilitation 
was present within and between all quadrants of the visual field for standards that were 
up to two locations away from the cue. The cue encouraged participants to engage/orient 
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attention to a specific location in order to complete the discrimination task. Extra 
attentional resources were then distributed to nearby locations for the stage of processing 
indexed by the N1.  
 Behavioral research has shown differences in responses to stimuli presented 
above and below the horizontal midline (Previc & Blume, 1993; Previc & Naegele, 
2001). This study compared differences between standards that appeared above compared 
to below a cued location. Standards presented below the cued location elicited larger 
attention effects on the N1 than standards presented above the cued location. Facilitation 
was stronger for stimuli below the center of attention than for stimuli above the center of 
attention. These results elaborate on the gradient model of attention for the N1 and 
suggest that it is asymmetric (Figure 13).  
There is also a gradient of attentional facilitation for the P2, but it is not 
distributed as broadly as the N1 gradient. Results showed that attention effects were 
largest when the cue and standard were at the same location and decreased for standards 
that were one location away from the cue. However, there were no significant differences 
due to attention for standards presented two locations away from the cue, suggesting that 
processing indexed by the P2 was more spatially selective compared to the N1.  
 The evidence for increasingly more selective stages of processing from early to 
later time windows was confirmed for the N2, which showed attention effects only for 
standards presented within the cued location (Mangun & Hillyard, 1988; Eimer, 1999, 
2000; Bush, Cave, & Sanders, 2007). This data suggests a discrete boundary of 
attentional facilitation indexed by the N2. In addition to the discrete boundary, results 
from earlier studies also suggest cue size will affect the N2. Bush, Cave, and Sanders 
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(2007) used stimuli that were identical to this study and when they cued 3 and 5 
locations, standards presented within the cued area elicited smaller attention effects for 
the N2. The facilitation indexed at this stage decreases as the cued region increases, 
suggesting a limit to attentional resources and supporting the zoom lens model of 
attention (Eriksen & St. James, 1986; Eimer, 1999, 2000; Bush, Cave, & Sanders, 2007). 
This suggests that the stage of processing indexed by the N2 is selective only to the cued 
region and that attentional resources must be distributed throughout the cued region.   
Overall Conclusions and Implications 
The results from this study suggest that observers can utilize spatially selective 
attention to preferentially process stimuli presented at specific locations. ERP analysis 
showed that a standard presented in an attended location compared to an unattended 
location elicited larger N1, P2, and N2 peaks at contralateral electrode sites. The size and 
distribution of the evoked potentials changed relative to the location in the visual field. 
These differences could be caused both by the neural organization of visual cortex and 
the limitations to recording electric potentials at the scalp. Behavioral results also 
confirmed that participants were worse at responding to targets near vertical midline 
locations compared to horizontal midline locations. These results support the necessity 
for a study that has the ability to compare attentional conditions within and between all 
quadrants around fixation. By doing so, this study was able to make precise judgments 
about the distribution of spatially selective attention across the visual field. 
 Participants were cued to attend specifically to one box, but they still showed 
increased processing of standards at nearby locations, even though these locations were 
not associated with responses (Mangun & Hillyard, 1988; Eimer, 1997, 1999; Bush, 
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Cave, & Sanders, 2007). In addition, this gradient pattern for the N1 was asymmetric, 
with greater attentional facilitation for locations below the center of attention versus 
above the center of attention. The gradient was distributed broadly for the N1 and more 
narrowly for the P2. The N2 displayed zoom lens boundary, with facilitation relative to 
the size of the cued location and distributed only within the cued location (Eriksen & St. 
James, 1986; Eimer, 1999, 2000; Bush, Cave, & Sanders, 2007).  
Even when the region to be attended is known well in advance, the boundary of 
attentional facilitation is distributed in an asymmetric gradient around a cued location in 
this task. The boundary becomes more selective at later stages of processing (Mangun & 
Hillyard, 1988; Bush, Cave, & Sanders, 2007; Hsieh, 2003). When one considers the 
application of spatially selective attention outside of cued boxes in a lab, this distribution 
offers some advantages. When a person is attempting to focus on a particular part of a 
scene, the surroundings near the center of attention may also be important in interpreting 
that specific part. An evolutionary explanation for this finding could involve both face 
and scene processing. When fixating on a face, all the muscles in the mouth to produce 
speech and emotions are below the center of attention, which would likely be another 
person’s eyes. In addition, if one is to consider the horizon as a reference for the center of 
attention in a scene, the majority of activity within a scene would generally appear on the 
ground below the horizon. However, it is important to note that this mechanism may not 
be used in all circumstances. In situations in which a person does not know where to 
focus or attend in advance, it appears that the visual properties of the stimuli themselves 
can guide the allocation of attention to specific locations (Kim & Cave, 1995; Cepeda et 
al., 1998). 
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 Visual attention is a powerful mechanism modifying the perception of stimuli. 
Whether it is used to enhance important information or filter out unimportant distractors, 
spatially selective attention can be used for interpretation of complex scenes. More work 
must also be done to determine when and how the gradient of attentional facilitation 
alters its focus. Adjusting the difficulty of this task could change how far the distribution 
of facilitation spreads away from the cued location. Further study will be required to 
attempt to fully elucidate the mechanisms behind these processes. 
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Table 1: N1 Interactions. All significant main effects and interactions for ANOVAs using 
attn(2)*lat(8)*ap(3) with posterior electrodes over the hemisphere contralateral to 
standard presentation for the N1. ANOVAs for positions 6 and 12 included twice the 
number of electrodes (both hemispheres).  
 
N1 (150-200 ms)  
Location Attn Attn*Lat Attn*Hem*Lat Attn*Ap Attn*Lat*Ap Attn*Hem*Lat*
Ap 
1 F(1,17)= 8.672, 
p = .009 
F(7,119)= 4.026, 
p = .008 
        
2 F(1,17)= 5.258, 
p = .035 
F(7,119)= 3.408, 
p = .002 
    F(14,238)= 2.776, 
p = .024 
  
3 F(1,17)= 10.085, 
p = .006 
F(7,119)= 4.783, 
p < .001 
    F(14,238)= 4.661, 
p < .001 
  
4 F(1,17)= 7.585, 
p = .014 
F(7,119)= 3.311, 
p = .003 
    F(14,238)= 3.018, 
p < .001 
  
5 F(1,17)= .5042, 
p = .038 
F(7,119)= 4.579, 
p = .004 
    F(14,238)= 2.718, 
p = .014 
  
6 F(1,17)= 12.578, 
p = .002 
  F(7,119)= 4.021, 
p = .001 
  F(14,238)= 2.591, 
p = .037 
F(14,238)= 
2.157, p = .050 
7 F(1,17)= 11.601, 
p = .003 
      F(14,238)= 3.165, 
p = .012 
  
8 F(1,17)= 4.477, 
p = .049* 
F(5,85)= 3.583, 
p = .031* 
        
9 F(1,17)= 11.613, 
p = .003 
      F(14,238)= 3.157, 
p = .012 
  
10 F(1,17)= 24.650, 
p < .001 
          
11 F(1,17)= 13.620, 
p = .002 
    F(2,34)= 8.697, 
p = .002 
F(14,238)= 6.256, 
p < .001 
  
12             
 
*Only columns 3-8 
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Table 2: P2 Interactions. All significant main effects and interactions for ANOVAs using 
attn(2)*lat(8)*ap(3) with posterior electrodes over the hemisphere contralateral to 
standard presentation for the P2. ANOVAs for positions 6 and 12 included twice the 
number of electrodes (both hemispheres). 
 
P2 (200-250 ms) 
Location Attn Attn*Lat Attn*Ap Attn*Lat*Ap 
1 F(1,17)= 7.459, p = .014  F(2,34)= 4.240, p = .042  
2 F(1,17)= 5.822, p = .027  F(2,34)= 4.098, p = .048 F(14,238)= 3.077, p = .010 
3   F(1,17)= 5.640, p = .030*    
4   F(1,17)= 5.191, p = .036*    F(2,34)= 9.953, p = .001*   F(10,170)= 2.463, p = .049* 
5   F(1,17)= 4.453, p = .050* F(5,85)= 3.103, p = .045*   
6 F(1,17)= 6.619, p = .020   F(14,238)= 3.813, p = .004 
7   F(1,17)= 13.054, p = .002   F(14,238)= 2.462, p = .042 
8 F(1,17)= 8.280, p = .010      F(2,34)= 10.345, p = .001 F(14,238)= 3.273, p = .014 
9 F(1,17)= 6.708, p = .019    
10   F(1,17)= 14.174, p = .002    
11   F(1,17)= 18.870, p < .001 F(7,119)= 6.002, p = .003 F(2,34)= 8.346, p = .005 F(14,238)= 7.375, p < .001 
12     
 
*Only columns 3-8 
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Table 3: N2 Interactions. All significant main effects and interactions for ANOVAs using 
attn(2)*lat(8)*ap(3) with posterior electrodes over the hemisphere contralateral to 
standard presentation for the N2. ANOVAs for positions 6 and 12 included twice the 
number of electrodes (both hemispheres). 
 
N2 (225-275 ms) 
Location Attn Attn*Lat Attn*Ap Attn*Lat*Ap 
1 F(1,17)= 5.453, p = .032    
2 F(1,17)= 8.005, p = .012   F(14,238)= 2.499, p = .025 
3     
4     F(1,17)= 4.828, p = .042**    
5     
6  F(7,119)= 4.042, p = .038 F(2,34)= 13.953, p < .001  
7 F(1,17)= 8.698, p = .009    
8 F(1,17)= 9.935, p = .006   F(14,238)= 2.901, p = .022 
9     
10  F(1,17)= 10.294, p = .005    
11  F(1,17)= 19.051, p < .001 F(7,119)= 9.530, p < .001  F(14,238)= 5.428, p < .001 
12         
 
**Only columns 4-8 
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Table 4: aP Interactions. All significant main effects and interactions for ANOVAs using 
attn(2)*lat(8)*ap(3) with anterior electrodes over the hemisphere ipsilateral to standard 
presentation for the aP. ANOVAs for positions 6 and 12 included twice the number of 
electrodes (both hemispheres). 
 
aP (150-350 ms) 
Location Attn Attn*Lat Attn*Ap Attn*Lat*Ap 
1 F(1,17)= 6.977, p = .017  F(2,34)= 5.277, p = .031  
2 F(1,17)= 5.604, p = .030    
3 F(1,17)= 7.359, p = .015    
4     
5   F(1,17)= 13.616, p = .002   F(7,119)= 3.352, p = .046   
6   F(1,17)= 10.677, p = .005    F(2,34)= 10.460, p = .004  
7 F(1,17)= 8.533, p = .010  F(2,34)= 4.419, p = .040  
8     
9   F(1,17)= 12.531, p = .003    F(2,34)= 12.213, p = .001  
10   F(2,34)= 7.504, p = .012  
11   F(1,17)=  4.829, p = .042+  F(2,34)= 4.264, p = .026   F(6,102)= 4.054, p = .007 
12         
 
+ Only columns 5-8 
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Table 5: P3 Interactions. All significant main effects and interactions for ANOVAs using 
attn(2)*hem(2)*lat(6) *ap(5) with electrodes over the center of the scalp for the P3.  
 
P3 (300-450 ms) 
Location Attn Attn*Lat Attn*Hem*Lat Attn*Ap Attn*Lat*Ap 
1 F(1,17)= 20.408, p < .001 F(5,85)= 7.523, 
p = .001 
  F(20,340)= 4.519, p < .001 
2 F(1,17)= 13.596, p = .002 F(5,85)= 3.289, 
p = .049 
  F(20,340)= 4.595, p < .001 
3 F(1,17)= 30.099, p < .001    F(20,340)= 4.869, p < .001 
4 F(1,17)= 8.077, p = .011  F(5,85)= 4.196, 
p = .014 
 F(20,340)= 3.840, p < .001 
5 F(1,17)= 27.390, p < .001  F(5,85)= 5.034, 
p = .008 
 F(20,340)= 4.028, p = .002 
6 F(1,17)= 14.893, p = .001 F(5,85)= 3.915, 
p = .036 
  F(20,340)= 3.664, p = .002 
7 F(1,17)= 8.788, p = .009     
8 F(1,17)= 14.600, p = .001 F(5,85)= 4.127, 
p = .025 
  F(20,340)= 2.891, p = .013 
9 F(1,17)= 19.089, p < .001 F(5,85)= 7.358, 
p = .003 
F(5,85)= 3.491, 
p = .035 
F(4,68)= 7.162, 
p = .003 
F(20,340)= 6.230, p < .001 
10 F(1,17)= 12.794, p = .002 F(5,85)= 5.057, 
p = .018 
F(5,85)= 4.986, 
p = .009 
 F(20,340)= 3.232, p = .012 
11 F(1,17)= 10.931, p = .004     
12 F(1,17)= 29.727, p < .001 F(5,85)= 6.460, 
p = .005 
    F(20,340)= 5.504, p < .001 
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Figure 1: Experimental Design. Twelve boxes arranged in an imaginary circle around 
fixation. Each box was 0.3º by 0.3º of visual angle, and the center of each box was 1.2º 
from fixation. The boxes and fixation were grey and stimuli (standard and deviants) were 
white on a black background. Location 12 is at the top, and the remaining boxes are 
numbered 1-11 in a clockwise direction.  
 
 
o 
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Figure 2: Electrode Grid. Grid containing 112 electrodes arranged into two hemispheres 
(left and right), eight columns (1-8) increasing from the medial to lateral within each 
hemisphere, and seven rows (1-7) increasing from anterior to posterior. 
 
 
Anterior 
 
  Left Right 
 
Posterior 
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Figure 3.a: Bar Graph of Hit Rates. Significant main effect of location on hit rate. 
Participants were better at responding to cue locations near the horizontal midline versus 
the vertical midline. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.b: Radial Plot of Hit Rates. The angular axis represents the 12 cue locations and 
is plotted in a circle to simulate that cue’s location in the visual field. Note: The radial 
axis (hit rate) is on a different scale than in the previous figure. 
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Figure 4.a: Bar Graph of False Alarm Rates. No main effect of location on false alarm 
rate and no significant differences between different sections of the visual field.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.b: Radial Plot of False Alarm Rates. The angular axis represents the 12 cue 
locations and is plotted in a circle to simulate that cue’s location in the visual field. Note: 
The radial axis (false alarm rate) is on a different scale than in the previous figure. 
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Figure 5: Electrode Montages. Subset of electrodes (in black) used for ANOVAs for 
standards presented in the right visual field. Electrodes were selected based on 
interactions observed when analyzing the entire scalp.  
 
           
N1 (150-200 ms) and P2 (200-250 ms) N2 (225-275 ms) 
 
           
aP (150-350 ms) P3 (300-450 ms) 
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Figure 6.a: Attention Effect Electrode Montage. Subset of electrodes (in black) used for 
N1, P2, and N2 attention effect analyses. Electrodes are over the hemisphere contralateral 
to a standard presented in the right visual field (locations 1-5). 
 
Anterior 
 
  Left Right 
 
Posterior 
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Figure 6.b: VEPs to Standards. Visually Evoked Potentials (VEPs) elicited by standards 
when the cue was at the same location and at the location opposite the standard. VEPs 
shown below represent an average of the 16 electrodes (see Figure 6.a) over the posterior 
region of the scalp over the hemisphere contralateral to standard presentation. Locations 
6 and 12 used an average of 32 electrodes (over both hemispheres). 
 
 
 
-2.0 µV 
500 ms 
      Cue Same 
      Cue Opposite 
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Figure 7: Attention Differences for the N1, P2, and N2. The angular axis represents the 
12 standard locations and is plotted in a circle to simulate that standard’s location in the 
visual field. The radial axis represents the difference in ERP components due to attention 
(=Cue Same – Cue Opposite). 
 
              
     N1 (150-200 ms)     P2 (200-250 ms) 
 
     
     N2 (225-275 ms) 
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Figure 8: Attention Differences for the aP and P3. The angular axis represents the 12 
standard locations and is plotted in a circle to simulate that standard’s location in the 
visual field. The radial axis represents the difference in ERP components due to attention 
(=Cue Same – Cue Opposite). 
 
              
     aP (150-350 ms)     P3 (300-450 ms) 
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Figure 9: Gradient of Attention for the N1, P2, and N2. Attention differences for the N1, 
P2, and N2 now including Cue 1 Away and Cue 2 Away. After averaging across 11 
locations, the cue conditions that had significantly more attentional facilitation than Cue 
Opposite are shown below each graph. 
 
 
N1: Cue Same > Cue 1 Away > Cue 2 Away > Cue Opposite 
 
              
     P2: Cue Same > Cue 1 Away > Cue Opposite   N2: Cue Same > Cue Opposite 
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Figure 10: Gradient of Attention for the aP and P3. Attention differences for the ap and 
P3 now including Cue 1 Away and Cue 2 Away. After averaging across 11 locations (aP) 
or 12 locations (P3), the cue conditions that had significantly more attentional facilitation 
than Cue Opposite are shown below each graph. 
 
 
aP: Cue Same > Cue Opposite 
 
 
P3: Cue Same > Cue 1 Away > Cue Opposite 
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Figure 11: Bar Graph of Attention Effects. Mean amplitude bar graph showing attentional 
differences at all five time windows. There is a gradient boundary of attention for the N1 
component. In addition, there is attentional facilitation at nearby locations (Cue 1 Away) 
for the P2 and P3 components. 
 
 
* Significantly different from Cue Opposite 
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Figure 12.a: Line Graph of Asymmetry of the Attentional Gradient.  Line graph showing 
differences due to attention for cues appearing above and below the standard. Only the 
six locations that could have cues appearing both 1 and 2 locations above and below the 
standard were used (listed at the right).  
 
 
Figure 12.b: Mean Attention Differences Above and Below. Line graph showing the 
average of the six locations used for the ANOVAs. Attention facilitated standards more 
when they appeared below the center of attention (left two data points) versus above the 
center of attention (right two data points).  
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Figure 13: Asymmetric Gradient Model. Model showing the boundary of spatially 
selective attention is distributed in an asymmetric gradient. Attentional facilitation is 
stronger for objects below the center of attention versus above the center of attention. 
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